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ABSTRACT
Social Network Sites have rapidly become intertwined with people’s core habits of daily life,
and are often subliminal inputs during decision making processes when it comes to the area of
Tourism. With this rapid shift in consumer opportunities, both in availability and exposure to
information, people are faced with the challenge of accurately assessing current trends in order
to best predict future outcomes for businesses and consumers alike. Although there is existing
literature examining current tendencies for Social Network Sites and Tourism, the extrapolation
of this data in a feasible way for the emerging Millennial generation is lacking. This is integral
to forming a proper understanding of the future trends of global tourist communication as
dictated by the usage of Social Network Sites.
Through the use of interview discussions centered on two focus groups of an all Millennial
composition, the semi-structured interview approach was used. This to sought at a fundamental
level to provide a better understanding of how Social Network Sites are used by tourists. Of
particular focus within the research process was the specifics of tourist utilization of Social
Network Sites. Further addressed, is the concept of the usage of electronic Word of Mouth and
how this has allowed for a modification to the experience of tourism. The spoken word has been
updated to an electronic Word of Mouth, and with it the Millennial generation has been raised
into a world of information opportunity like none ever before. Understanding these trends
allows for continued progression for both the consumer and business alike within the tourist
business.

Keywords: Social Network Sites, Tourism, Millennials, electronic Word of Mouth, Travel,
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, Interact.

SAMMANFATTNING

Sociala nätverkssidor har snabbt blivit en stor del av människors vardagliga liv och har därmed
undermedvetet inneburit en stor betydelse för beslutsfattande när det kommer till turism. Den
snabba utvecklingen har lett till nya möjligheter för konsumenter, både gällande tillgänglighet
och exponering av information. Detta gör att människor ständigt blir utmanade att noggrant
bedöma nuvarande trender, för att bäst kunna förutspå framtida resultat för både företag och
konsumenter. Trots annan litteratur har undersökt utvecklingen inom sociala nätverkssidor och
turism, saknas det studier genomförda på millenie-generationen. Därmed är det viktigt att få
förståelse för framtida trender inom global turistkommunikation, speciellt gällande sociala
nätverkssidor.
Två fokusgrupper som tillhörde millenie-generationen deltog i intervjudiskussioner, som
genomfördes med ett semi-strukturerat intervjusätt. Detta gjordes för att på en grundläggande
nivå erhålla en bättre förståelse för hur sociala nätverkssidor används av turister. Den specifika
inriktningen av undersökningsprocessen var att granska turisters användande, samt anledningar
till användande, av sociala nätverkssidor. Vidare behandlas också det elektroniska mun-tillmun konceptet, samt hur detta har gjort det möjligt att förändra erfarenheter inom turism. Att
kommunicera

ansikte

mot

ansikte

har

uppgraderats

till

elektronisk-mun-till-mun

kommunikation. Detta innebär en ny värld av informationsmöjligheter som milleniegenerationen har vuxit upp med. Förståelsen för dessa trender möjliggör fortsatt utveckling för
konsumenter och företag inom turistbranschen.

Nyckelord: Sociala Nätverkssidor, Turism, Millenniegenerationen, elektronisk-mun-till-mun
kommunikation, Resa, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, Interagera.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The first chapter will present the research topic for this thesis. Firstly, it will begin with the
background, which will describe the most vital issues within Social Network Sites and Tourism.
Furthermore, it will evolve into a problem discussion as well as explaining the main purpose
of targeting this particular subject. Lastly, the chapter will end with the proposed research
questions and also present an overview of the entire thesis.

1.1 BACKGROUND
In today’s world, everyone is part of a global society with increased accessibility to tourism at
an unparalleled rate (Jupowicz-Ginalska & Paták, 2018). There are major changes in the
industry of tourism, as many industries within tourism constantly need to innovate through
technology and hence shift towards true globalization. The tourism industry has never been of
such high utilization, or of such importance to business as it is in the present (JupowiczGinalska & Paták, 2018). The amount of destination options for tourists are nearly countless
and therefore it can be a challenge to attract tourists. Due to this challenge, businesses need to
adapt their marketing to be able to compete with others (Mulet-Forteza, Martorell-Cunill,
Merigó, Genovart-Balaguer & Mauleon-Mendez, 2018).
Schmalleger and Carson (2008) state that the tourism industry has changed, due to new trends
in how communication between tourists have evolved. Another study by Karl, Reintinger and
Schmude (2015) states that an additional reason for the evolution of the tourism industry can
be a result of the new ways of communicating. This subsequently leads to an immeasurable
amount of options for tourists. These communication changes include increased use of online
information sources and social networking sites (Smith, 2012). This transformation has not only
changed the consumers’ side of the tourism industry, but also businesses perspective when it
comes to marketing. Therefore, the way of marketing destinations for tourists has been forced
to adapt to this new digital environment (Schmalleger & Carson, 2008).
According to Smith (2012), digital media is the foremost method of communication and
transmission of information and recognition within the modern world. The author states that it
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is seen as vital for companies to use online platforms as a tool in their marketing strategy. Arni
and Laddha (2017) stated that the digital world has transformed people’s daily lifestyle into
new ways of living. They present that digital marketing has developed into becoming the main
core of business and hence needs to be used by most firms in all markets of today. In order to
market in a suitable way, newly emerging marketing instruments and technologies have been
developed for industries to force digital adaptation for both business and consumer (MuletForteza et al., 2018). In the digital world, there need to be influencing networks so information
is available for potential consumers (Arni & Laddha, 2017). Ansari, Stahl, Heitmann and
Bremer (2018) argue that businesses can use different types of social networks to succeed with
online marketing to reach the consumers.
The social networking interlinks with many different social media (Smith, 2012). Obar and
Wildman (2015) state that social media can be identified as internet communication where users
spread information through established online communities and services. Social media has also
provided new marketing environments for firms, as it allows them to reach out to their
marketing targets in a new way (Tafesse & Wien, 2018). Labbé (2011) connects this to tourism,
as he states that many people use social media to plan travels. Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017)
show that the expectancy from travelers is to have easy and accessible information regarding
their desired location. Hence, they present that the significance of being aware of the dynamics
and shifts in marketing, is clearer than ever before.
Digital marketing through social media is today mainly about capturing and sustaining
awareness and attention through involvement from online users (Tafesse & Wien, 2018).
Cleave, Arku, Sadler and Kyeremeh (2017) present that, “It’s about getting to people in the
way they consume information” (p. 1020). This statement further emphasizes how companies
within the tourism industry can use tourists’ online shared content of destinations. This is
achievable due to the simple possibilities to communicate and share experiences online, which
demonstrates a newly acquired urge from companies to create commitment among the
consumers who are involved with online networks (Hvass & Munar, 2012).
Furthermore, when it comes to sharing experiences online, “comments”, “likes” and shared
information all reveals an engagement from consumers, as they care enough to show their
appreciation or dissatisfactions (Yoon et al., 2018). Tafesse and Wien (2018) present that the
2

online platforms in social media give companies and brands greater opportunities of connecting
to potential customers than they would on for instance a webpage. This relates to the
significance of online communication, that certainly has evolved between tourists (Oklobdžija
& Popesku, 2017).

1.2 PROBLEM DISCUSSION
The new technologies have resulted in that people who are connected to tourism, have been
forced to adapt to a new level of online activity (Oklobdžija & Popesku, 2017). From that, the
same article presents that consumer’s possibilities of sharing opinions on social media has
grown in popularity and hence made it significantly important in the tourist sector. Companies
are now more dependent on consumers’ spreading of knowledge, as they are the ones with the
power of sharing their immediate thoughts of travel related matters (Oklobdžija & Popesku,
2017).
Kane, Alavi, Labianca and Borgatti (2014) present that Social Network Sites (SNSs) is another
term for social media. They primarily define this as platforms where people can create a profile
and connect to other users. Gunnec and Raghavan (2017) show that SNSs makes it easy for
customers to gather information. They also describe how people generally are part of one or
several SNSs. Moreover, not only consumers use SNSs, as companies tend to use SNSs to help
them reach out to more consumers (Cleave et al., 2017). This corresponds to the study of
Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017), as tourists are relying on SNSs to do research before they
travel. Gunnec and Raghavan (2017) argue that there is a comprehensible advantage for people
to use the same products as their online SNS. Therefore, they have also drawn attention to the
idea that the distribution of the behavior of adoption in SNSs that people emulate is highly
useful for those who use SNSs. They also pointed out that peer-to-peer influences plays a big
part on SNSs, of directing what consumers want to consume. It is stated that people get
influenced by others in SNSs. Hence, by “liking”, “commenting” and “sharing” information on
SNSs, it directly spreads the message to one’s network of contacts and can thereby influence
other people’s attitudes towards a brand (Aghakhani, Karimi and Salehan, 2018).
Moreover, the phenomenon of sharing information and opinions with other people online is
defined as Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM) (Aghakhani, et al., 2018). This is specifically
outlined as variations of online statements regarding information or products; hence the
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statements are also visible for others. Rosario, Sotgiu, De Valck and Bijmolt (2016) stated that
the modern predominance of eWOM has transformed the consumers to be the consolidated
decision makers on the internet. The same article shows that the SNS users increase their
certainty of online information, as they rely on the people and organizations that they have in
their network.
Thus, the inference of eWOM lands into a high level of usage of SNSs when searching for
information and other people’s perceptions connected to tourism (Di Pietro, Di Virgilio &
Pantano, 2012). However, there is a restricted amount of recent research that actually
emphasizes tourists use of SNS and hence creates a gap of knowledge within this area.
Therefore, it is interesting to investigate how and what types of SNSs may influence tourists
through eWOM. This is also primarily due to SNSs and the tourist industry continuously
changing and thereby being in constant need of new research (Oklobdžija & Popesku, 2017).
With the information addressed above, the study will hope to contribute to a further knowledge
and understanding of how the use of SNSs and eWOM are used by tourists.
Finally, many articles have different definitions of online networks, as digital media and social
media (Smith, 2012), social networks (Ansari et al., 2018) and social network sites (SNSs)
(Kane et al., 2014). However, as all these emphasize a similar area, they will henceforth be
stated as SNSs throughout the thesis.

1.3 OVERALL PURPOSE
From the problem discussion above, the purpose of writing this thesis is to provide a better
understanding on how Social Network Sites are used by tourists. To help accomplish the
purpose, there are two research questions which are presented below:
RQ1: What types of Social Network Sites do tourists use?
RQ2: How is eWOM used by tourists on Social Network Sites?

4

1.4 OVERVIEW OF ENTIRE THESIS
The Bachelor’s thesis is structured into six different chapters. A brief explanation of each
chapter is presented below the figure (see figure 1), to provide an insight of what is to come.

Figure 1: Outline of the Thesis
Ø Chapter one introduces the thesis topic with general background information, a problem
discussion regarding some important elements, the overall purpose and finally also the
research questions.
Ø Chapter two concerns more theories and literatures, which are carefully selected due to its
relevance for this study. This information will also be used in the later data analysis to
compare similarities and differences of the studied area.
Ø Chapter three will explain how the data has been obtained and how it will be analyzed.
Ø Chapter four gives a presentation of the empirical data that was obtained through the chosen
method in chapter three.
Ø Chapter five will analyze and compare the results from the previous chapter, together with
the information collected in chapter two.

5

Ø Chapter six begin with a presentation of the findings from the previous chapter, as well as
providing the conclusive thoughts regarding this research. It will also provide some
suggestions for future studies within this area of research.

6

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The second chapter will present pertinent studies to the previous area through a review of
literature, which will connect to the thesis’ research questions. Firstly, this chapter will contain
information about different types of SNSs, followed up by a presentation of the eWOM and how
interactions are among tourists. Lastly, this chapter will also include a conceptual framework.

2.1 TYPES OF SOCIAL NETWORK SITES
Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017) claim that as much as 66.67% of their research population have
expressed that their main information source is primarily through different digital medias.
Cleave et al. (2017) present in of their interviews that the importance of using social media in
business purposes is due to “it’s social media… social… you want people to get excited and
talking” (p. 1024). Therefore, different SNSs are not solely affecting the daily socializing of
people, yet also influencing business (Obar & Wildman, 2015). In other words, a SNS can work
as a place of sharing interests with similar people, however the platforms can also work as a
marketing place for companies (Pereira Correia, García Medina, Fabiola González Romo and
Contreras-Espinosa, 2014). Kolev Kolev and Aleksiev Stanev (2013) claims that an increasing
number of companies choose to use SNS as their primary marketing place. They emphasize the
growing use of SNS, which is extremely important to utilize when marketing, as well as being
aware of shifts in the performance of it. However, its continuously dynamic setting generates a
difficult of comprehending whether the marketing strategies are directed towards the individual
or the marketing targets (Tafesse & Wien, 2018).
Henceforth, due to the recent and powerful evolvement of the web, it has generated new ways
of utilizing it (Obar & Wildman, 2015). This connects to prominent development of simple and
low costs of accessibility, which has led to consumers sharing their own content and
subsequently generated in different SNSs. Di Pietro et al. (2012) describe that it is a rather fresh
approach to use SNSs as a tool in the tourism sector. They relate this to how consumers diverse
behaviors of purchasing items can transfer onto other consumers. The explanation is that
consumers are more likely to purchase an item that is considered to be popular, rather than
buying something that perhaps not many others have consumed. Kim and Tussyadiah (2013)
emphasize that there is an upturn of tourists that voluntarily share experiences, as photos and
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videos with both people close and possibly strangers. There are also opportunities of
researching for tips and looking for others experiences, as well as sharing one’s own
knowledges. Cai and Alaedini (2018) elaborates that SNSs are often used to research for
information regarding travels, as well as sharing experiences. Labbé (2011) explain that tourists
generally enjoy planning trips online, where SNSs can function as to referring customers to
booking sites.
Overall, some popular SNS platforms are Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube (Cleave
et al., 2017; Ćurlin, Bach & Miloloža, 2019). According to Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017) are
some more frequently mentioned in previous studies than others, whereas Facebook and
Instagram are popular to use when traveling. They further stress that SNSs can help tourists
find information concerning their travels, such as show destinations, where to accommodate on
their trip, restaurants and other activities. Another study made by Gümus (2016) stresses that
YouTube is also a SNS used by official accounts of cities. This consequently enables tourists
to see videos of destinations (Huertas, Míguez-González & Lozano-Monterrubio, 2017). The
microblog Twitter is also a beneficial network to use within the tourism industry, as many
countries have implemented an official account, as well as on other SNSs (Ćurlin et al. 2019).
Moreover, according to Cai and Alaedini (2018) around 4.2 billion people can utilize SNSs
with a mobile phone, where popular SNSs, such as Facebook, allow people to “share opinions,
feelings and travel experiences, in addition to searching for trip information” (p.110).
Consequently, the popular SNSs Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube will henceforth
be described (Ćurlin et al., 2019).
2.1.1 FACEBOOK

Facebook is one of the most well-established SNSs in the world (Kolev Kolev & Aleksiev
Stanev, 2013). Facebook’s main function is embracing social interactions. This SNS also
emphasizes the opportunities for companies’ promotion and communication through the
platform. Thus, the fact that Facebook is not solely used by youngsters, has made the network
significantly vital for business purposes (Pereira Correia et al., 2014). Facebook is based on the
user’s own preferences, as the individual will personally determine what other persons will be
part of their network. This also allows the user to like and share different content with their
selected social interactions (Obar & Wildman, 2015). Hence, by subscribing to companies own
8

Facebook pages, consumers are eligible to receive information regarding the business products,
or even the brand itself. However, this can involve both negative and positive information. The
secure prevalence of regular consumers using SNSs has thereby helped unknown businesses
receive recognition (Kolev Kolev & Aleksiev Stanev, 2013)
Moreover, according to a study by Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017), Facebook seem to be a
popular site for tourists to share their travel contents. Consequently, this involve everything
from sharing information, videos, photos and checking in on destinations. Ćurlin et al. (2019)
present, that out of 28 studied European countries, 27 of them have an official account.
Accordingly, it shows that Facebook is the most used SNS within these countries, as well as in
the whole world. Henceforth, research has revealed that people are prepared to purchase
products that their network has counseled to them on Facebook (Kolev Kolev & Aleksiev
Stanev, 2013). Therefore, people use Facebook as a source to find information of desired
destinations, in addition to communicating their opinions and comparing other people’s
reviews, both within tourism and in general (Di Pietro et al., 2012).
2.1.2 INSTAGRAM

Instagram is another popular SNS, which is focused on the users sharing photos and videos
(Sheldon & Bryant, 2016). As well as Facebook, it is also utilized as a platform where people
can meet other users and express thoughts (Fatanti & Suyadnya, 2015). Primarily, the same
authors describe Instagram to function as a site where others can discover photos by using
linking hashtags, tag the name of a destination in their shared content (so called geo-tagging),
as well as being more focused on the editing of pictures. It is also mainly used on mobile devices
(Fatanti & Suyadnya, 2015). Additionally, a crucial difference between Instagram and
Facebook, is that people generally use Instagram to promote themselves, whereas people tend
to directly socialize more with others on Facebook (Sheldon & Bryant, 2016). This is directly
corresponding to the fact that Instagram can be used as a cheap affordable promotion tool, as
the users can make their uploaded content tempting for others to share (Fatanti & Suyadnya,
2015).
Likewise, many tourists use Instagram to upload pictures of their travels. It distinguishes by
being a promotional tool that is highly appreciated by the tourism industry (Fatanti & Suyadnya,
9

2015). Also, an Instagram user can choose to have their profile public, which means that anyone
can get access to viewing anything they have posted (Sheldon & Bryant, 2016). An important
factor is that visual information is absorbed by the brain much faster than written information
(Bakanauskas & Kiseliauskas, 2018). Hence, users that share travel content evidently embodies
authenticity and experiences of travels (Fatanti & Suyadnya, 2015).
2.1.3 TWITTER

Twitter is an SNS where users can express their thoughts in a restricted amount of characters
(Sarlis & Sakas, 2015). Hence, some refer to it as a microblog, as well as providing information
of events around the globe (Ćurlin et al., 2019) Users are also able to respond to others posts
(tweets), like (favorite) tweets that others have published and share them forward (retweet).
Twitter-users can “mention” other users and thereby have direct conversations with them
(Veletsianos, Kimmons, Shaw, Pasquini & Woodward, 2017). One can also actively search for
other users or comments about things that are of interest (Sarlis & Sakas, 2015).
In an interview performed by Cleave et al. (2017), regarding how Twitter can improve an
overall impression of a place, one of their respondents’ states that “Twitter is changing the
minds of thousands of people about who we are” (p. 1023). Consequently, Twitter is one of the
SNSs that is adopted by many countries, which have chosen to have an official account (Ćurlin
et al., 2019). According to the same article, Twitter is the network which is perceived as most
beneficial concerning tourism purposes. Additionally, Sotiriadis and Zyl (2013) state that the
SNS can also benefit tourists decision making.
2.1.4 YOUTUBE

Lastly, another trendy platform is YouTube, which is a site where users can share content in
video format (Courtois, Mechant, & De Marez, 2011). Both companies and private users can
utilize YouTube in marketing purposes (Huertas, 2017). Thus, people that upload videos on
YouTube are generally unaware of who the people watching really are (Courtois et al., 2011).
Users of YouTube can also be found as creating a community where people can connect with
each other (Gannon & Prothero, 2018).
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According to Huertas et al. (2017), videos can promote a destination in positive ways that
generates an awareness and desire for tourists to visit a certain destination. The study elaborates
how YouTube works as a distributor of videos, shared by both companies and private uploaders.
Therefore, tourist companies and individuals promoting destinations need to find a niche which
distinguish them from the mass of destinations (Huertas et al., 2017). Therefore, many
countries’ tourist organizations has chosen to implement a YouTube channel of marketing
purposes (Jakopović, 2015). This is also supported by Cleave et al. (2017), where the study
shows that some of their researched municipalities, have adopted YouTube to make videos for
certain campaigns. Lastly, studies have shown that there videos have an impact on tourists when
enhancing tourists traveling desires (Huertas et al., 2017). Accordingly, this may increase
tourists attraction to a destination.
2.1.5 SUMMARY OF TYPES OF SOCIAL NETWORK SITES

Conclusively, the more consumers are active on a company’s official SNS, the more the
company’s promotion can spread (Kolev Kolev & Aleksiev Stanev, 2013). Hence, this requires
that companies adapt their communication strategies to their consumer base (Pereira Correia et
al., 2014). The same authors suggests that if failing to reorganize a marketing strategy, as not
attempting to adjust the marketing to the new technological society, there is a high chance of
losing customers. Finally, they emphasize that there is an overall need to adapt to one’s
consumer base. Therefore, to be active on a SNS, would be of highest significance to many
companies.
The common denominator of SNSs thus appear to be that they can be used in different ways as
promotional tools by companies (Cleave et al., 2017). As expressed by Fatanti and Suyadnya
(2015), many users share different types of content depending on what SNS they are currently
using. Modern tourists expect to have easy and quick access to information regarding travels,
whenever they could possibly require it (Oklobdžija & Popesku, 2017). Hence, by operating on
different networking sites, tourists are capable of finding information regarding destinations
and other attractions. However, it seem as a dependent factor of SNSs is that it is most used and
trusted on by younger generations, when it comes to finding information about travels.
According to Yilmaz, Yilmaz, Icigen, Ekin and Utku (2009), this is corresponding to the fact
that tourists are reliant to the image they have received of a destination. Hence, this factor can
11

be dependent on what others have posted previously regarding a destination, as many use SNS
as a way of initiating a process of searching for travel information and share their own
experiences, through photos and videos (Di Pietro et al., 2012).
Also, the SNSs seem to emphasize consumer interactions, where the content can be spread
directly by liking, sharing or commenting on a company’s post (Yoon et al., 2018). Together
with written information, these actions are all part of the eWOM, which constitutes a vital part
in marketing on SNSs (Aghakhani et al., 2018).

2.2 ELECTRONIC WORD OF MOUTH (EWOM)
The phenomenon of researching for information and sharing experiences online, has kept on
evolving as the shift to new online technologies has entered and embraced the world’s main
way to do marketing (Moran & Muzellec, 2017). Hence, the rise of the eWOM correlates to the
simple features of it, where it functions as an effective tool to change customer behavior.
Important is that the eWOM does not necessarily need to be in written text, since as actions as
“likes” on a SNS, can also appear as statements and could also generate influential effects on
others (Aghakhani et al., 2018). By directly receiving recommendations from other users of a
platform, consumers may be recipient to both negative and positive feedback from a company,
as the users may have differently perceived experiences.
Thus, it is vital that companies are aware and enhance their knowledges when using eWOM, as
it thereby can help incorporate a positive awareness of a company’s services, within the mind
of the customer (Moran & Muzellec, 2017). Both Tang (2017) and Moran and Muzellec (2017)
state that, as businesses can be affected by recommendations from consumer to consumer, it is
also very important to be aware of the impacts of eWOM. In addition, the usage of electronic
messages requires users to reassure that positive statements are forwarded from direct receivers
to their associates (Bampo, Ewing, Mather, Stewart & Wallace, 2008).
Moreover, Cheung, Luo, Sia and Chen (2009) performed an extended study concerning
eWOM, as well as unravelling the credibility and the positive sides of it. The authors present
how the simplicity of accessing information through internet has generated an enticement for
eWOM, where customers are able to retrieve desirable and informative recommendations from
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others. Nevertheless, it also exists uncertainties regarding the sincerity and credibility of the
posts or comments that are exposed to recipients. They continue to debate how this foremost
affects how people evaluate received information. The consumer’s way of assessing the
credibleness of something communicated to them will consequently establish the foundation of
how the message is interpreted (Cheung et al., 2009). Furthermore, Pereira Correia et al. (2014)
elaborate how interactions between businesses and consumers has changed and evolved
tremendously, due to eWOM. The same authors claim that new developed ways of
communicating enables customers to directly interact with companies, and vice versa. It is also
asserted that the refusal of not adapting to the progressing technological society would result in
consumers detaching from businesses.
Furthermore, Tham, Croy and Mair (2013) explain how eWOM is considered to be a powerful
tool when considering where to go traveling. The research show that online platforms that
include the eWOM has enabled tourists to simplify the search of information connected to
travels. Hence, they mean that eWOM provides the consumer with the opportunity of receiving
information and opinions from others using the same online source. Thereby, there is a
likelihood of choosing a tourist destination based on recommendations that consumers have
received through eWOM (Tham et al., 2013). To clarify how eWOM is used in practice, one
can for instance use an SNS as Facebook as an example, where promotion of a product will
initiate an immediate impression for the one exposed to it (Rosario et al., 2016). Thus, this
means that inexperienced consumers in these types of sites will most likely be influenced by
those that are more proficient users (Moran & Muzellec, 2017).
2.2.1 ELECTRONIC WORD OF MOUTH ON SOCIAL NETWORK SITES

Choi and Scott (2013) state that eWOM is used extensively on SNSs as an interaction between
people using the internet. They present that the emerge of SNSs has led to a new degree of
interaction between people on online platforms. This intercommunication between online users
has enabled information to spread even more than it has before the evolution of eWOM. The
previous research of Choi and Scott also shows that a person that holds knowledge and wants
to share it, will share it in within the SNS the person is using. Consequently, they mean that
when knowledges are distributed on SNSs, it gets visible for other members in the SNS and
when knowledge reach a person through eWOM on a SNS, it is common that that person share
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the information further. This stated interaction can often lead to changes in the information
receiver’s behavior, which is what is often wanted when it comes to information related to a
business and their products. Therefore, as also mentioned earlier, businesses often do marketing
activity on SNSs to spread awareness about their products (Choi & Scott, 2013).

Additionally, Schijns and Bruggen (2018) explain information regarding that eWOM has a
significant power within SNSs, particularly due to that SNSs keeps on growing. These authors
support Choi and Scott (2013) in the statement that this type of interaction makes people
influence others and hence become influenced by one another. Therefore, it can often cause
new behaviors and choices that would not have been made without the influencing from a SNS
contact (Schijns & Bruggen, 2018).

Likewise, Yoon et al. (2018) conducted a research which presents information about how
interactions are made on SNSs. They present that the spreading of knowledge posted on SNSs
are often of such activity kinds as sharing, commenting or liking. Xiao, Zhou and Wu (2013)
state that these SNSs activities are made on posts such as texts, pictures and movies. It is argued
by Yoon et al. (2018) that of all the activities such as sharing, commenting and liking,
commenting is the most powerful indicator. This on account of the straight immediate
communication that can be accomplished and is therefore possessing similar importance as
having a conversation verbally, in the real physical life.
Liking is stated to be an approval of the post, which can be an indicator that influence others.
Sharing of information and experiences is described as being of the intention to spread the
information to others. All these activities interact people with others, and therefore creates
awareness that would not have been made without eWOM and SNSs (Yoon et al., 2018).
According to Luarn, Yang and Chiu (2015), there is an additional type when it comes to
spreading information online. They state an usualness of “checking in” to different destinations
and that this can reinforce interactions made online.
Further, Schijns and Bruggen (2018) present that eWOM on SNSs are a very common type of
interaction within tourism. They point out that consumers in the tourism industry need to rely
on other people’s experiences when viewing their SNS activity. As they are already connected
in the same SNS, there is often already some degree of trust related, which makes the interaction
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stronger (Schijns & Bruggen, 2018). Nusair, Hua, Ozturk and Butt (2017) state that tourists
who use SNS are exposed to other tourists opinions who have knowledge and previous
experience of destinations. Tourists may use the SNS to search for information related to
travels, in order to get influenced and inspired (Nusair et al., 2017). Additionally, Oklobdžija
and Popesku (2017) state that the majority of tourists share photographs of a trip. They also
state that it is common to share statuses, check-ins and to write about trips on SNSs.
2.2.1.1 EWOM ON FACEBOOK

The connection between eWOM, SNSs and tourism is made in an article written by Ben-Shaul
and Reichel (2018), where their studied have been limited down to the world’s biggest SNS,
Facebook. They state that consumers of the SNSs Facebook not only use eWOM to directly
communicate their information and opinions with each other, but also share opinions on so
called fan pages. In this era, eWOM resulted to be a vital way for companies to reach out to
their customers (Ben-Shaul & Reichel, 2018)
Through this, Ben-Shaul and Reichel (2018) present that travel brands can create fan pages to
take part of the benefits eWOM brings. Hence, they assert that travel companies are explained
as being able to create links between tourists who already have experience of the travel with
potential future ones that search for new information. With the emergence of eWOM, likes,
shares and commenting are Facebook’s of high degree of usage when it comes to eWOM
communications between tourists (Ben-Shaul & Reichel, 2018).
Additionally, Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017) present data that indicates that Facebook is the
most popular SNS when it comes to sharing travel-related content online. Their research show
that more than 90% of the people who has Facebook share photographs on that SNS, as well as
more than 80% tend to share videos.
2.2.1.2 EWOM ON INSTAGRAM

Research made by Erkan (2015) shows that even in this type of SNS, commenting, liking and
sharing’s of experiences is of high usage that assigns to eWOM. In addition to that, as also
previously mentioned, Fatanti and Suyadnya (2015) incorporate another activity that is
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connected to eWOM, the hashtags. It is presented that Instagram has mainly been about sharing
pictures, but now a distribution of videos are also made and shared with others in this SNS.
Many businesses are a part of Instagram for establishing interactions with customers. Both
comments and likes on Instagram are of high connection to eWOM due to the largeness of
spreading that occur due to the many opinions that are posted on this SNS (Erkan, 2015).
A study written by Fatanti and Suyadnya (2015) shows that opinions and reviews that are
commonly shared on Instagram posts can be of startling images of landscapes in destinations.
The same scholars explain that Instagram provides its users to be able to distribute influential
posts, such as pictures, to express their expertise or experience in a travel destination to others.
Moreover, Instagram is also considered to be an effective way of interaction within the area of
tourism. It can even have effect on tourist’s final choice of travel destination (Fatanti &
Suyadnya, 2015). Further, Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017) stated that Instagram is the second
largest SNS where people interact on. They show research that says that more than half of the
respondents of their study shared photographs and that more than 70% shared videos in this
platform.
2.2.1.3 EWOM ON TWITTER

Sotiriadis and Zyl (2013) state that Twitter is a common SNS for tourists to interact on. Also in
this SNS, tourists get influenced by reviews and recommendation from other consumers. The
same authors state that tourists who influence other tourists on Twitter, gets motivated to share
their travels that they have experienced. This due to an inner feeling, such as a satisfaction of
informing other people of what they have experienced on their travels. There are stated three
different indicators that is said being influential to tourists on Twitter, which are expertise, level
of involvement in the Twitter post and lastly, the reliability of the users of this SNS (Sotiriadis
& Zyl, 2013). Moreover, Ćurlin et al. (2019) present that following and tweeting on this SNS
is a scantling of activity, whereas liking and following on Twitter is related to the measure of
popularity on Twitter accounts. They also found that tourists who are interacting on Twitter,
gets influenced to travel to specific destinations that are recommended by other Twitter users.
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2.2.1.4 EWOM ON YOUTUBE

Amezcua & Quintanilla (2016) rank YouTube as one of the largest SNSs out there, as it is a
very common platform for people to interact with others through eWOM. The scholars also
present that distribution of YouTube videos are widely spread by people who want to share the
information they possess, whereas this passage of knowledge involves eWOM. According to
Hennig-Thurau et al. (2010), YouTube videos are shared to induce discourses of this SNS’s
users. This to create opinions that are later shared further to spread more awareness (HennigThurau et al., 2010).

2.3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The study’s primary target is to investigate what SNSs tourists use and what role eWOM has
in this area. To accomplish this, it is necessary to define what the key aspects truly implies and
how they can be used as a helpful guide when studying the research purpose. This is performed
with the help of a conceptual framework, prepared out of previous literature, which is followed
up by a conceptualization of this thesis. According to Miles and Huberman (1994), a conceptual
framework could be presented graphically or in textual form, whereas its main purpose is to
emphasize the most vital parts to be examined. Hence, by summarizing the main underlying
points and creating a linkage between the previous literature relevant to this study, it will help
to distinguish how the primary data collection will be approached. To help with the creation of
conceptualizing the thesis is an illustration of this study’s purpose and research question is made
in the table below.
Table 1: Research purpose and research questions
Research

This study aims towards providing a deeper understanding on how

Purpose

SNSs are used by tourists.

Research
Question 1

What types of Social Network Sites do tourists use?

Research
Question 2

How is eWOM used by tourists on Social Network Sites?
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The table above picturize the main topic of the thesis. This table’s information, as well as the
obtained knowledge from the previous sections in this chapter, contributes to reach a clearer
coordinated system for this study in form of a frame of reference. This is interlinking the main
resources used in the study together with the study’s purpose to finalize measurements. Hence,
this is outlined in the table below:
Table 2: Conceptual Framework
Theoretical Area
RQ1

Reference
Ćurlin et al. (2019)

Theoretical Challenge
- Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube
are the most preferred SNSs

Types of SNS
- Twitter is useful in the tourism sector
Di Pietro et al. (2012)

- SNSs enable people to share content
(photos, videos etc.)
- SNSs is used by tourists for general and
traveling purposes
- Facebook is used by tourists to attain
information of destinations

Oklobdžija & Popesku,
(2017)

- SNSs provide tourists with information
regarding choice of travel destination,
accommodation, places to eat and other
activities
- Facebook is most popular to share travel
related content by tourists, whereas Instagram
came in second place

Fatanti & Suyadnya
(2015)

- Geo-tagging is used by people to allow them
to directly see the name of a tourist
destination
- Users share different information and
experiences depending on which SNS they
use

Huertas et al. (2017)

- YouTube enables tourist companies to share
videos of destinations that are available for
tourists
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- YouTube videos are used to increase tourists
desire to visit a location
RQ2

Moran & Muzellec
(2017)

- Later digital technologies has enabled
sharing of experiences to increase

How eWOM
is used in SNSs Schijns & Bruggen
(2018)

- eWOM influences through SNSs
- Tourists seem to trust other’s travel
experiences through eWOM on SNSs

Oklobdžija & Popesku
(2017)

- Sharing travel-related content differs on
SNSs, both during and after a trip
(photographs, check-in’s, share other’s
statuses, videos, texts)

Tham et al. (2013)

- eWOM is powerful when considering
destination choice
- Little is known about eWOM’s credibility in
destination choice

Ben-Shaul & Reichel
(2018)

- Facebook users interact through sharing
knowledge and opinions
- Travel fan pages interact with Facebook
users

Sotiriadis & Zyl (2013)

- Twitter is a usual SNS for tourist interaction

The frame of reference summarizes the most central references that are used throughout the
literature review. These previous studies will contribute to a foundation of the thesis, as well as
assisting the gathering of data.
2.3.1 CONCEPTUALIZATION OF RESEARCH QUESTION ONE

The most popular SNSs right now are Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube and therefore
they are all considered to be interesting to this study regarding travel purposes (Ćurlin et al.,
2019). Twitter is also believed to be a useful SNS within the tourism sector. Another article that
is found to be highly relevant for both research questions is written by Oklobdžija and Popesku
(2017). They comprise a large amount of theory that is relevant for research question one. The
theory from the article that is related to this research question present information regarding
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how different SNS are frequently used in travel purposes, especially by younger people.
According to the authors, Facebook is the most frequently used SNS, regarding travel, followed
up by Instagram. Also, SNSs simplifies the research of accommodation and other tourist
activities. These articles will contribute to answer questions regarding as what SNS tourists
prefer and how they use them.
Di Pietro et al. (2012) stress that SNSs are used in both general and travel purposes, to share
different types of content. They also highlight that Facebook is used by tourists to gather
information concerning possible destinations, as well as express opinions and experiences from
traveling. Fatanti and Suyadnya (2015) explain there are several factors that make Instagram a
significant SNS when it comes to travels, as tourists choose to share their experiences on this
platform. Thus, tourists can share photos, videos and geo-tag themselves in locations. They also
accentuate that the way people act and share experiences on SNSs, may differ depending on
which SNS they use. Moreover, Huertas et al. (2017) discuss that YouTube is used by some
tourist companies to increase tourists desire to visit a certain destination. Therefore, these
articles are of high relevance when researching what sorts of SNSs are used, as there clearly
are several options.
2.3.2 CONCEPTUALIZATION OF RESEARCH QUESTION TWO

Moran and Muzellec (2017) state that the amount of shared experiences has evolved in the later
years, this due to the new technologies. This is seen an important base to the general topic and
also what will be a good introduction to the questions used in the collection of data. Further,
Schijns and Bruggen (2018) argue additional information that eWOM influences people
through SNS. Hence, they also argue that some tourist tend to have trust in other people’s
experiences that are shared on the SNS in question. These both statements are deliberated to be
of high relevance to how eWOM is used in SNSs.
As mentioned in the previous section, an article that was highly relevant to both of the research
questions was the one written by Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017). Although, it was considered
to be highly relevant to the first research question due to the largeness of what it comprises, it
was deliberated to also be highly connected to research question number two as well. They
present information about how many percent of their investigation that shared different types
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of posts, both during and after trips, which is strongly allied to a potential part of an answer to
this question.
Another article that is suitable to what research question number two is wondering is the one
written by Tham et al. (2013). It states that eWOM is a strong and powerful tool when a person
is trying to choose a travel destination. It also states that there is quite limited knowledge about
the credibility of eWOM in destination choice, which is a point that will be asked and
investigated in the data collection.
The article written by Ben-Shaul and Reichel (2018) is relevant to this study and is considered
to be one of the main sources the interview guide will be built up on. The article presents an
objective of identifying tourists’ wants to interact through eWOM. Additionally, the article also
present its investigation result regarding relations between tourists’ eWOM behavior patterns
on a SNS. It outlines tourists activities made through eWOM and their engagement on tourist
pages established on Facebook. It also describes how tourists fulfill their functional needs when
searching for travel information. An additional source that are considered to be a base to the
data collection is the study made by Sotiriadis and Zyl (2013). They have gathered information
about tourists eWOM interactions that are made on the SNS Twitter. It describes shares of
information and opinions that influence tourists, as well as what creates the wants of eWOM
interacting on this SNS. All this makes it interesting to investigate further, specifically to
answer the second research question.
Thus, the conceptual framework will establish a foundation for the thesis. By emphasizing some
of the most significant articles, it will contribute to form a foundation for the collection of data.
The articles are emphasizing the SNSs Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Twitter and state
that all these can likely be used by tourists, as well as creating eWOM. The base of the thesis
will henceforth be adapted and analyzed in the upcoming chapters, to support the other material.
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3. METHODOLOGY
The third chapter presents the methodological framework for this thesis, which primarily
revolves around the outlined approaches to execute the research for the study. Moreover, the
research purpose, research approach, research strategy, data collection, sample collection and
finally quality standards, were all applied and adapted to the thesis’ purpose.

3.1 RESEARCH PURPOSE
Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009) state that momentous studies are characterized by three
attributes. They are distinct purpose, systematic interpretation of data and systematic collection
of data (Saunders et al., 2009). Moreover, Gummesson (2000) states that a research purpose
can be of three different types. He present them to be explanatory, exploratory and descriptive.
He also states that a research purpose can include each one of these separately, but different
combinations of them do also occur.
Firstly, Saunders et al. (2009) state that explanatory research purpose is designated as a
relationship between different variables by doing a study a specific problem. Secondly, the
authors explained an exploratory research to be referring to when a study means to seek new
perspectives and insights in a specific topic in order to analyze what is truly happening within
the frames of the topic. Lastly, Gummesson (2000) states that a descriptive research purpose is
when a study tries to describe. This is also supported by Saunders et al. (2009), that state this
to be characterized by an illustration of an issue in a precisely description. They also explain it
to be a description of particular situations in in-depth detail and is mapping out a (Saunders et
al., 2009).
According to Andersen, Ljungman and Mårtensson (1994), this type of research is used when
one seeks to describe a certain phenomenon and the things may lead up to its occurrence. This
thesis aims to provide a better understanding on how SNSs are used by tourists. Hence, the
study is a combination of all three different types. It is of exploratory kind due to the search for
a better understanding of the topic. In some degree, the topic is quite new, and does only offer
a quite limited research. Therefore, it is of the exploratory. Additionally, it is also descriptive
as a description of theory together with the collected data and its situation was needed to made.
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Finally, the study is also explanatory, due to that the research questions needed to be answered
and therefore some explanation needed to be made. Although the study is of all three kinds of
purposes mentioned above, it is considered that the primary ones are descriptive and
exploratory.

3.2 RESEARCH APPROACH
Saunders et al. (2009) describe research approach as a step that is explaining the way theory
was connected to the collected data. It is made to give support to the research purpose and the
collection of data. Bryman and Bell (2013) clarify that, what primarily needed to be analyzed,
was if the study was qualitative or quantitative. This thesis has implemented a qualitative
approach, due to the attempt to create a better understanding on how tourists are using SNSs.
Authors that support that this choice is the most suitable is Saunders et al. (2009), where they
state that qualitative research approach has been delineated to be non-numeric and the main
purpose of it is to gain deeper knowledge, which is what particular this study is. Additionally,
the choice of qualitative is made with the support of it being an evolutionary approach that has
space to grow (Meloy, 2002).
Bryman and Bell (2013) present that a qualitative study consists a more detailed analysis of the
collected data than quantitative, which is supporting the study to be of qualitative approach.
Additionally, Miles and Huberman (1994) argue that all kinds of data can be seen as qualitative
in some way. This due to that data often connected to situations, objects or people, which this
study has done. They also support the arguments that this study is qualitative since they state
that qualitative data is written in words and is based on interviews, questions and processing
within the study. Another statement that supported the decision of qualitative data was that the
research questions was answered with a description and an analyzation of pattern between
tourists and SNSs (Miles & Huberman, 1994).

3.3 RESEARCH STRATEGY
Research done by Yin (1994) shows that after the approach is chosen, the next step is to find a
strategy that fits the research. The author presents five types of research strategies. Each one
can be chosen, but the choice made should depend on the research’s nature. The strategies are:
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experiment, survey, archival analysis, history and case study. Saunders et al. (2009) clarify an
importance of choosing a strategy that meet the objectives and helps to answer the study’s
research question.

Table 3: Relevant situations for different research purposes
Method

Form of research
question

Requires control
Focus on
over behavioral events?contemporary events?

Experiment

How, why?

Yes

Yes

Survey

Who, what, where,
how many, how much?

No

Yes

Archival
Analysis

Who, what, where, how
many, how much?

No

Yes/No

History

How, why?

No

No

Case Study

How, why?

No

Yes

Source: Adapted from Yin, 1994, p.6.
As mentioned earlier, this study searched in-depth knowledge on how SNSs are used in the
tourist industry. As the purpose mainly is aiming towards “how”, the research could delimit the
strategy to experiment, history and case study (Yin, 1994). The thesis did not demand control
over behavioral event, therefore the experiment method was not suitable for the study. Also,
the history method could also be excluded due to the focus on contemporary situations in the
present. Hence, a case study was chosen to this thesis. This in order to that the study contributes
to a deeper knowledge of the topic and to support the answer of the thesis’ research questions.
It also fits the qualitative research approach (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2012).
Yin (2009) indicated that a case study can be a convenient type of strategy when the study is
about understanding any contemporary phenomena connected to business, social or psychology
studies. The author also clarifies that a case-study can be of different kinds: single-case and
multiple-case. This study was chosen to be of the single-case design. This due to the
investigation about how tourists use SNSs, the focus on gaining deeper understanding of the
topic and the case of this particular study (Saunders et al., 2009).
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3.4 DATA COLLECTION
Saunders et al. (2012) clarify that the next step of forming the Methodology chapter was to
collect the empirical data. Firstly, their study demonstrated that it was important to determine
how this would be performed, as there are two different approaches in forms of primary and
secondary data. Primary data involves researching and collecting completely new data, that is
directly suitable and targeting the actual thesis. Moreover, secondary data consist of already
developed material, such as articles that already have been published (Saunders et al., 2012).
The main focus of the thesis was to acquire completely new empirical data. This was
accomplished by interviewing two focus groups, with a semi-structured interview approach
(Saunders et al., 2012). The choice to implement focus groups, or so called group interviews,
was due to the possibility of assembling a group of people that together discuss the topics of
interest. This type of interview approach is sometimes considered more useful than other
techniques and could also be performed in a rather unstructured approach, which can lead to a
more extensive scope (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). When performing an interview with the help
of a focus group, the purpose of the interviewer is to direct the discussion towards what is
significant for the study. Consequently, focus groups allows the participants to interact with
each other and thereby can further develop their thoughts and discuss differences and similar
opinions (Morgan, 1996). Moreover, a semi-structured interview was conducted due to the
increased possibility for the participants to elaborate and reflect over their responses. A semistructured interview technique allows the scholar to compile a list of significant themes, as well
as some questions that may support the discussion to maintain its focus (Saunders et al., 2012).
The questions contributed to build up a foundation that intended to later answer the research
questions.
Moreover, when performing a study as such, it is of high significance to be aware of things that
can disturb the results. The interviews were performed in Swedish and therefore there exists a
small risk of mistranslating some of the data to English. Nevertheless, both authors are fluent
in both English and Swedish, which lowered the risk of inaccurate translations. However, if
there were any slightest insecurities regarding certain words or phrases, everything was doublechecked on several internet based dictionaries. It was also performed a test interview with an
independent respondent, to confirm that the questions were not confusing or misleading.
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Finally, the respondents were chosen due to them being part of the millennial generation and
their frequent traveling habits, which fundamental features are further defined in section 3.5.
Also, by sorting each of the respondents into age groups, gender and current occupation, it
became easier to later distinguish patterns.
Each focus group discussion began with a brief explanation of the topic, the purpose of them
participating and also a description of what is defined as SNSs. The group interviews then
evolved into a discussion regarding each question, where each participant had the opportunity
to present their experience or opinion. This made the interviews very dynamic as well as
suitable for later answer the research questions.

3.5 SAMPLE SELECTION
“Sampling techniques enable you to reduce the amount of data you need to collect by
considering only data from a subgroup rather than all possible cases or elements” (Saunders
et al., 2012, p. 258). Hence, it is not only easier, though also much more practical to target a
certain group when performing a study. As this study only took place in a time period of ten
weeks, it therefore became significantly vital to delimit the research. This was done to allow
the result to be analytically feasible, as well as comprehensible.
Saunders et al. (2012) describe that non-probability sampling is applicable when performing a
case study. Hence, this sampling method was used when deciding the sample, essentially due
to the limited time to finish the thesis. Therefore, the participants were selected through a
convenience sample. This sampling method is defined as appropriately selecting individuals for
the data collection, because of their easy accessibility (Saunders et al., 2012). Lastly, the only
real qualification of the participants was that they should have traveled at least one time per
year, preferably more than that. They also consisted of a mix of men and women, as the study
wanted to investigate millennials in general, rather than possible differences between the
genders. Thus, the reason for assembling two focus groups of the millennial generation, was
that they are considered to likely use SNSs frequently (Helal, Ozuem & Lancaster, 2018). In
addition, to support the choice of performing this thesis’ focus on millennials was a previous
study from Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017), which concluded that tourists under the age of 40
are more likely to rely on SNSs, compared to older generations. Hence, according to Weber
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and Urick (2017), millennials consist of individuals born between the years 1980 to 2000, and
thus specified how to narrow down the sampling selection for this research. The implementation
of a convenience sampling of the participants did however further delimit the age range from
the years of 1989-1996.
Further presented by Saunders et al. (2012), is that this form of targeting a specific sample of
people, also forces one to exclude some and therefore become rather biased. This means that
the chosen population, that actually participates in the interview, is the group that one can draw
conclusions regarding. The fact that millennials were questioned was mainly due to the
relevance of them being capable of connecting to one another through social media and
foremost SNSs (Helal et al., 2018). Also, there is little research made on this particular
generation, which consequently led to a gap of existing knowledge regarding this group.
The first focus group consisted of two women and four men, born between 1994 and 1989. Two
of these were students, and four of them were employed workers. The second group consisted
of solely students, including three women and three men that were born between 1994-1996.
Hence, this subsequently shows that most of the interviewees were born in the middle of the
1990’s. There was one so called outlier, who were born in 1989. Therefore, it was noted if he
had any opinions that clearly differed from the rest of the group. It was also considered if there
were any clear distinguishes between the genders, as this was found interesting to look further
at.
As these groups were selected through convenience, it was important that each respondent was
applicable for the topic discussed. As earlier mentioned, millennials are likely to use SNSs to
connect to each other (Helal, et al., 2018). However, to be sure that each respondent was suitable
for the focus group, each participant was approached with questions of age, their use of SNS
and traveling habits. It was specifically made sure that each participant traveled at least one
time per year. This was done prior to the interviews to make sure that each person was
applicable for the study.
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3.6 DATA ANALYSIS
When analyzing qualitative data, it is necessary to distinguish significant patterns amongst the
interviewees. This is done through analyzing the key elements of the collected data and make
the statements comprehendible. This subsequently means that it is also vital for the researcher
to make the reader understand the whole context, rather than just summarizing what the
participants has stated (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
The main focus of the interviews was to gather as much information as needed, in order to
answer the questions regarding what SNSs are used by tourists, as well as how they are used.
To simplify the process of taking notes of the interviews, they were also sound recorded, so that
no important information would be lost. In other words, this means that the main elements of
the audio material was converted into written text and directly translated into English. This is a
rather time-consuming although important process in the analyzing of the collected data
(Saunders et al., 2012). The study implemented a within-case analysis, which revolves around
how the data was explored and described as well as reduced to the most fundamental findings
(Miles & Huberman, 1994). Moreover, Miles and Huberman (1994) also presented that there
is a need for the acquired data to be handled carefully in order to draw conclusions.
After carefully analyzing the responses, it was time to analyze the written material to get a more
comprehensible overview. In this working process, the conceptual framework functioned as a
helpful guideline, as it also laid the foundation for the interview guide. The written interview
material of the focus groups was first described separately and then analyzed together to find
similarities and differences. This consequently resulted in a better understanding of the studied
research area (Miles & Huberman, 1994).

3.7 QUALITY STANDARDS
Saunders et al. (2012) explain that quality and credibility are both important to a study. They
include validity and reliability as two essential measurements. Riege (2003) stated that both are
key issues and that a high position in each of these brings confidence and trustworthiness to the
study. Saunders et al. (2009) divides these quality standards into four different categories:
construct validity, content validity, criterion validity and reliability.
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3.7.1 VALIDITY

According to Ejvegård (2009), validity is a measure of in which degree the study actually shows
what it is supposed to. If a study is valid, it means that what is meant to be measured in the
study, actually is. The author also explained that if researchers have a clear measure method,
issues about validity should not exist.
Firstly, Yin (2009) described the construct validity to be concerning the establishment of the
correct measures for the concept of the research (Yin, 2009). Saunders et al. (2012) state that
the construct validity is about if the intended questions measure what it is meant to. In other
words, this emphasizes whether it is correctly measured. As mentioned earlier, the data of this
study was collected through focus groups interviews. The questions within it contained the
same questions in both of the focus group interviews that were made. To increase the construct
validity, the people selected to the focus group interviews traveled at least one time per year,
were users of different technology to enable them to act on SNSs. Furthermore, in this study,
the conceptual framework was made from resources connected to the topic, based on the
literature resources that was seen as the most relevant ones to this study. This was the base
when the guide for the focus group interviews was made and did therefore try to increase the
degree of construct validity. Additionally, this guide that was used was added as an appendix
in this thesis, to trying to avoid any factual errors regarding it. This also functioned as a helpful
tool when later comparing and analyzing the acquired data. All this together, creates a type of
chain of evidence which makes the construct validity more trustworthy (Yin, 2009).
Another element which made the data collection more trustworthy, as well as increased the
validity of the study, was that fact that the authors of the thesis is considered to be bilingual.
Hence, this simplified the process of translating the Swedish interviews into English, as the
authors are fluent in both languages. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, internet based
dictionaries were also used if there was any slightest concern regarding a particular word or
phrase. This is seen as a fundamental advantage, as it not only simplifies the process, but is also
convenient due to the short amount of time of writing the thesis. Moreover, the authors tried to
get each participant’s opinion, so that not only a few people would discuss one question, at the
same time as they summarized the answers after each question, to confirm that they had
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understood everything correctly. Hence, this also supports the validity, due to the minimized
risk of misinterpretation.
3.7.2 RELIABI LITY

Saunders et al. (2012) explains reliability as “whether your data collection techniques and
analytic procedures would produce consistent findings if they were repeated on another
occasion or if they were replicated by a different researcher” (p. 192). In other words,
researchers must test reliability to ensure that their data is reliable. Consequently, there are
always risks that a respondent may completely misunderstand a question and therefore would
provide the study with a somewhat misleading result. Consistency is therefore vital, as
researchers do not want their result to differ due to inconsistent environments or similar
(Saunders et al., 2012).
Saunders et al. (2012) further on presents suggestions of how to measure and ensure high
reliability. The semi-structured approach provides an indication of the situation at its present
time and place, which consequently means that the interviews do not need to be repeatable. Due
to the use of semi-structured interviews, this gives the respondents the possibility of discussing
the questions quite freely, and hence will highly unlikely state the exact same thing as the other
focus group.
The risk of performing the interviews in English would presumably lead to some insecurities
among the participants, as they might not express themselves as properly as they would in their
native language. Thus, the interviews were conducted solely in Swedish, which simplified the
process and made the participants to feel more comfortable with the unusual interview situation.
The previously mentioned fact of the authors being bilingual, not only increase the validity, but
also the reliability of the study, as there is no major risk of mistranslation or misinterpretations.
The group interviews initiated with some small talks as well as everyone was offered some
coffee so that the ambiance would feel more relaxed, rather than strict interviews. As the focus
groups were assembled through a convenience sampling method, some of the respondents
already knew each other. Therefore, to still keep the relaxed atmosphere, although still
remaining focus to get proper answers, both authors of the study kept their attention on
controlling the topics of conversations were still relevant.
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Another element that was recommended by Saunders et al. (2012), as well as applied to this
study, considered how to compare some received answers to responses that in reality was
emphasizing the same thing. This type of method is also supported by Ejvegård (2009), who
claims that if received responses, of practically identical questions, also provide with an equal
response, the test is of high reliability. This method was helpful for the study as it allowed the
analyzing to become more consistent and thus provided the study with more reliable
conclusions. Therefore this study consisted of some questions that really emphasized the same
area, which were asked in the two different research questions. Moreover, what also strengthens
the reliability is that each participant had prior to the interviews stated that they at least traveled
one or a few times per year, generally used SNSs, as well as being part of the millennial
generation.
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4. EMPIRICAL DATA
The fourth chapter will present the collected data that was gathered from the focus groups.
This is done in order to support the answers for the two research questions. First, it starts with
the collected data regarding the first research question, this in two different subheadings of
each focus group. Secondly, the data regarding the second research question will be presented,
structured in the same way.

4.1 RQ1: TOURISTS’ USE OF SOCIAL NETWORK SITES
The first research question aimed to investigate what SNSs tourists use. Therefore, the focus
groups were presented with questions that enabled them to discuss each topic. The group
interviews began with a background question, which concerned how much the participants
generally travel. Both groups answered similar, that they usually travel at least a few times per
year. Furthermore, it was also stated and clarified what SNS represent, in order to make the
discussion more focused.
4.1.1 FOCUS GROUP ONE

The conversation initiated with the first group briefly discussing what SNS they usually use
and what made it interesting. The result was rather unanimous, as the majority claimed to prefer
YouTube as it allowed them to watch videos. Two female participants felt that Instagram also
gave them an equal amount of inspiration. Only one of the participants also mentioned
Snapchat, when asked if there was any other SNS they preferred. He elaborated that this SNS
made it possible for him to be private and share videos with his friends at home, as well as new
ones that he made on trips. Four participants also added that they liked TripAdvisor, as the
service provided them with find tourists’ reviews of hotels, restaurants and activities. This due
to the simplicity of not needing a TripAdvisor account to find information, as well as
TripAdvisor reviews often turns up first when searching for something regarding travels on
Google. Likewise, a few of the respondents had previously used Twitter, however neither stated
to still use it at the time of the group interview. Therefore, no one could not express any
statements regarding the usefulness of Twitter when it comes to tourism.
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All participants expressed that they use SNS when they travel, although in different ways. The
oldest participant of the group said that he sometimes used SNSs in a reversed matter, as looking
up where you not should go, rather than where you want to go. However, all participants agreed
on that they use it to find inspiration of things to do at the location. Furthermore, each
participant stated that they usually post more content on SNSs when they travel, compared to
when they are home, primarily through Instagram. The whole group also agreed on that they
occasionally had been exposed to information regarding destinations through Facebook. One
woman specifically claimed:
“I see a lot of travel related content on Facebook. Many companies promote destinations and
hotels, which makes me inspired. I tend to follow this up by clicking at their links.”
Although everyone agreed on this statement, all participants simultaneously claimed that these
posts often showed up as sponsored posts, due to them previously visited the particular tourist
company’s site. Also, it seemed as the women were more eligible to click at the links, whereas
the men would scroll pass sponsored posts.
When it comes to planning travels and accommodation through SNSs, it seem as Instagram is
the most popular SNS to use. This was claimed to be mainly through different people they
follow, as many of their friends also share travel experiences on Instagram, which makes them
interested. This also concerned when planning restaurants and other activities, although here
Facebook equally popular, due to the participants’ wish to search for events at certain
destinations. Some also expressed that they use Instagram and Facebook as a complement to
other more travel oriented websites.
None of the participants expressed that they share travel related content on Facebook or
YouTube, although everyone occasionally shared content on Instagram. One specifically stated
this to be due to the feel of Instagram allowing them to be more “private” with their followers,
as you might have people you do not know on Facebook. They all agreed on that they do not
publicly share anything that do not concerns themselves on any SNS. In addition, they
unanimously felt like they shared more on Facebook when they did not have Instagram, as it
nowadays is possible to have direct-conversations with their friends on Instagram as well. To
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use geo-tagging seem to be a popular function of Instagram among the participants, as everyone
said that they tag the location if they post something. However, one male stated that he preferred
tagging only the general location, as the country he is visiting, whereas another man stated:
“It really should be something specific if I use the geo-tag, as a really good restaurant.”
A female participant filled in that geo-tagging indirectly becomes a recommendation.
Moreover, the female participants claimed to also use the geo-tag in a reversed way, as looking
up where others have tagged their content, mostly concerning restaurants and nice places to see.
However, the only SNS which this group shared anything travel related content on, was
Instagram. The other SNSs they used was supposedly only used to network with friends,
specifically through Facebook and Snapchat.
The last questions concerning the first research questions, primarily concerned the participants
usage of YouTube in traveling purposes. Each respondent, stated that they at some point had
seen a tourist company’s video that marketed a destination. One man and one woman claimed
to do this to become more inspired of future destinations, whereas the rest primarily used it to
thin out the options of hotels and destinations. One man also expressed that he had a negative
experience of one location that he had actively searched for after booking the trip there.
“I once searched for a particular destination on YouTube, after I had actually booked the
trip. From now on, I will do this sort of research before booking, as it turned out that the
video of the destination was nothing like I had imagined”.
The other respondents also agreed that YouTube somewhat gives a more objective image of a
destination, rather than Instagram where everything you see is only the good sides. They
continued to elaborate that both Instagram and YouTube could be used as a complement to the
other, as they could be used in different ways.
4.1.2 FOCUS GROUP TWO

The female participants of the second focus group expressed that their primary choice of SNS
was Instagram. They however also used both YouTube and Facebook as well, although neither
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of them Twitter. The three male participants agreed on this, although one of them stated that he
also was rather active on Twitter. Four of the respondents also stated that they liked to use
TripAdvisor when traveling, due to the simplicity of searching for recommended hotels and
restaurants. Moreover, the main overall purpose of using SNSs was to make time pass and
remain in contact with friends. One female participant also stated that she used it to become
inspired in general purposes. Also, the single participant that used Twitter claimed to have never
used it in any tourism related matter.
When it came to the usage of SNS on travels, all claimed that they used it in one way or another.
Two of the respondents were a bit less active on SNSs than others in general, but said that they
used it more frequently before they traveled. Nevertheless, one of the respondents explained it
as:
“I use it, but my overall usage is perhaps a bit less than normal. I feel like I do not have as
much time for it, as I have so many other things to do when I travel.”
This was supported by four of the other respondents, who claimed that they felt the same and
that the actual usage become more intense for a shorter period of time. One male participant
stated that he used it very rarely on travels. When the group was questioned whether they share
content, one male expressed that he rarely does this on any SNS. The other five however, stated
that they primarily share pictures and solely on Instagram. All participants used Facebook and
experienced that they at some point had seen information of travel destinations on that SNS,
both directly from companies as well as something that someone from their network had shared.
Moreover, four out of six participants indicated that they had used SNSs for planning travel
destinations and accommodation. This was mainly accomplished through Instagram, although
one stated that she used YouTube to find inspiration for these decisions. Instagram was also
considered a good tool according to the same participant.
“I like to look at travel guide videos on YouTube. Instagram is also useful because I can see
pictures from friends who have visited a destination, which makes me inspired.”
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Another female also claimed that she predominantly used Instagram for inspiration, although
looked up more detailed information of destinations and accommodation on Facebook. Neither
said that they search for specific tourist activities, although that inspiration for restaurants could
be acquired through at least Instagram. Furthermore, the whole group collectively said that only
share travel related content on Instagram, even including the participants who rarely shared any
content at all. None of the participants ever shared anything travel related on Facebook and
explained it as a more outdated SNS, at least amongst their group of friends and acquaintances.
The group collectively discussed and explained Facebook as a SNS that nowadays was used by
their parents, rather than their own generation.
Regarding how the share of content varies on different SNSs, everyone said that the only SNS
they share anything on is Instagram. The other SNSs were only used for observation and
inspiration, although the three females claimed that they sometimes like or comment on
something on Facebook. This SNS was also used to keep contact with friends. None of them
shared any own material on YouTube and only used it for the pleasure of watching videos.
Everyone had at least once used the geo-tag for one of their own posts on Instagram. Four of
them foremost tagged the country or city, whereas two went into more detail and could tag a
specific restaurant. Primarily the women and one man had also looked at others geo-tagged
content, to look for inspiration of destinations and restaurants.
Everyone used YouTube frequently for traveling purposes and to find inspiration for
destinations. One man liked to watch documentary videos over destinations and historical
places, whereas another male claimed that companies often post videos that are very biased –
in other words that the destination looks good, however it might not be the truth. Therefore,
every participant agreed on that they rather preferred to watch videos that were made by private
individuals, than videos made of companies.
“I used to look at companies promotion videos more before when I did not use sites as
Instagram and YouTube. Now I can look at videos from real people instead.”
They all felt like they received a more objective perception of the destination by looking at nonpromotive videos. Initially, it could have made them more interested in the location, but also
make them disappointed if their perception did not live up to the expectations later on.
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4.2 RQ2: EWOM TOURIST USAGE ON SOCIAL NETWORK
SITES
After the topics regarding research question one was discussed in the data collection, it
continued with the second research question. This aimed to examine how eWOM is used on
SNSs by people who travel. Hence, the interview guide’s questions connected to this particular
research question were introduced to the participants of the focus groups to create discussions
about eWOM and SNSs in travel related contents.
4.2.1 FOCUS GROUP ONE

The participants from the first focus group argued that when it comes to sharing experiences to
other people, it was previously done through detailed verbal descriptions, in order to share their
experiences with others. One male participant argued it as following:
“I can compare it to with when I back in the days needed to describe my trips in so much
details to the people around me. Today it is easier to share it just through, for example, a
photo of the dolphins I swam with. This helps me avoid any bragging verbal description.”
He argued that with the evolved technology, this “bragging verbal description”-problem has
almost completely disappeared due to the possibility to share pictures and videos on SNSs for
others to actually see themselves. It was primarily the oldest participants within the group that
felt in this way, however all of these participants were still part of the millennial generation.
The younger millennials in the group felt that they could not share this type of perception due
to that they did not really possessed any real travel experience to share before the large evolution
of technology that the world has today.
Furthermore, this whole group took the initial discussion towards statements where they all felt
that they got highly affected by eWOM influences through SNSs regarding travel-related
information. It was argued that it mainly was concerning positive messages, but that it could
also occasionally arise negative affections. Both the male and the females argued this way,
however one female participant added that her degree of how influenced she could get depended
on who the information came from.
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Additionally, the same topic was argued further by the whole group. They claimed that the
person that shared the travel experiences through eWOM and the SNS played a major role when
it came to trust. It was discussed by the male participants that they did not trust travel
experiences shared by people they did not know. This due to some people that they are not
familiar with, might have completely different approaches and experiences than the participant
in question. They presented that they mainly trust like-minded people’s shared travel
experiences on SNSs, as they feel similar to this person. This could for example be a close
friend, or as one specifically stated:
“Yes it matters, especially if I know that the person has a lot of experience in traveling.”
Due to the similarity of themselves, they have trust in what is shared in the eWOM
communication. However, one female participant did not agree with the rest of the group in this
question. She stated that it did not matter if it was a close friend. To the contrary, she mainly
trusted people who she knew were well-traveled, whether or not if she knew the individual
personally or not.
When the discussion developed into the question regarding if the amount of shared travelrelated content differed on different SNSs during and after travels, the respondents of this group
all agreed with one another. They stated that they mostly share pictures and videos, and that
only happened when they are visiting a destination. If it was pictures, they were shared on the
SNS Instagram, while if they shared videos it was on Snapchat, a SNS which was not the
primary focus of this study. No one said that they shared other people’s statuses or used the
check in functions that primarily Facebook offers, as they do not use this SNS that often.
Further, is was stated that eWOM does have power in some manner considering the participants
choice of destinations. It was claimed that some groups on Facebook were people connecting
who were located in the same destinations, whereas recommendations and discussions could be
made within the Facebook page. Two participants, one male and one female both stated that
they have used these pages to attain information that might be helpful for their trip. However,
the rest of the participants all agreed that the power of eWOM on SNSs, especially Facebook
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were direct private messages between themselves and a friend. This due to the trust in the
similar-minded person in the conversation.
In addition, it was further argued by the whole group that eWOM influenced them most often
consciously, but also sometimes without them even realizing. They all agreed that both of these
ways of influencing, made a foundation to their choice of travel destination. One female
participant added the following:
“I would say that especially YouTube makes me influenced when I am in the process of
considering potential places to travel to.”
This participant, together with agreements of the others, tend to view videos on YouTube for
travel inspiration. Most of the participants felt like they subconsciously got affected by what
type of destinations, hotels and restaurants that were spread in the videos they viewed.
However, they at least felt that YouTube was a good SNS for reliable information, whereas
Instagram was considered to not be as credible. This due to that a picture can always be taken
and shared in the most flattering way, whereas videos on YouTube showed more realistic
perception.
When the discussion lead to specifically Facebook interaction, all participants agreed on that
almost the only way they interacted with others on Facebook was on the private messages. They
all stated that Facebook has become an unpopular SNS for them to share things on, from
previously being the main used SNS. However, they did mention that the very few times they
log into Facebook, they did say that travel fan pages often pops up in their feed, which mainly
was advertisements. Lastly, the SNS Twitter was not used by a single participant. One
participant said that she did use it in the past, but then not in any way related to travels.
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4.2.2 FOCUS GROUP TWO

The second focus group asserted that the technical evolution has resulted in an increase of their
share of experiences to others. With all different SNSs that the technology has enabled them to
use, they stated that they share travel-related content with more people than they did before.
Both the female and male participants argued like this, however they males added additional
argues that they only share these experiences with the closer friends they have, not officially
for everyone to view their shares of content.
Later on, the discussion continued with statements saying that eWOM influence them through
SNSs in a high degree. All of the participants claimed that they got more influenced by eWOM
through SNS when it was information spread from someone they knew very well. Two of the
participants had additional statements, saying that they get influenced at a higher level if the
person communicating to them had a lot of experiences. These two also argued that they often
tended to focus on the negative communication spread, rather than the positive. They also
argued a reason for why these people have high influence on them:
“I get more influenced by people who I know have a lot of experience. When I know the
person have traveled a lot, I also know that they spread content that they have compared to
their previous experiences.”
Moreover, regarding the topic of trusting other’s travel experiences through eWOM on SNSs,
all agreed with each other except for one of the male participants. The majority claimed that
they almost completely trusted everyone who they considered to be their friend. Nevertheless,
one male stated that he did not trust his occasionally traveling friends at all. He stated that:
“I would rather trust people that I know have a lot of experience in traveling, rather than
trusting someone solely because it is a friend.”
He argued that, as those have more experiences than himself, he could trust their opinions that
they shared on their SNSs. Additionally, the whole group claimed that they only shared
photographs during their travels, with the photographs only being shared on Instagram and no
other SNS. Neither of them shared videos, checked-in on locations or shared text in forms of
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statuses. They explained this as being things they had previously done when they were more
active on Facebook, which is no longer a SNS they use that frequently. This SNS was rather
perceived as something that their parents used, according to all the participants.
Further, the discussion about eWOM being powerful in their destination choice or not, two of
the males in the group agreed on that they never got influenced by communications on SNSs,
only in real life communications. This due to people only sharing the good sides of everything
on SNS, rather than showing real-life happenings. However, the third male, together with all
the female participants’ support, stated that the main effect of other people’s shares of content
on SNSs, has led them to the conclusions of where not to travel, rather than the destination to
actually make a trip to.
When the discussion led to credibility of eWOM on SNSs connected to destinations, most
participants agreed that they in general have limited trust in what is posted on SNSs. If they did
trust something communicated on a SNS, it was mainly YouTube that was considered most
reliable. Primarily this was due to the possibility to see videos and therefore more realistic
material was spread:
“Videos feels more credible than photos, then you get to see more of how it really is in
reality.”
It was also stated that, even though it is the SNS they tend to use the most in travel-related
purposes, Instagram was the least credible. This correlates to the opinions that users of
Instagram mostly share their best pictures, rather than images of reality.
Additionally, when it came to the questions concerning Facebook interaction, the only function
that was used by the respondents was the direct private conversations. Two female participants
claimed that they occasionally might use the like-function of certain Facebook-posts, however
this happened very infrequently. Moreover, all the interviewees claimed that Facebook
previously had been their main utilized SNS, yet they have now shifted to instead use Instagram
as their main SNS to interact. Thus, the very few times they actually were online on Facebook
at the present, most respondents said that some official travel fan pages were interacting with
them, mainly through implementing tourism advertisements.
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The focus group discussions ended with a conversation regarding Twitter as a SNS in use for
travel related matter. All participants excluding one male claimed that they never use Twitter,
whereas the male using Twitter never used it for any type of tourist interaction.
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5. DATA ANALYSIS
The fifth chapter will present an analysis from the previously obtained data. This will be
analyzed together with previous theories in two sub-units in form of the two research questions
of the thesis. The analyzation is employed to reduce data and to portray how the collected data
differs or match with theory. This is done in order to investigate the outcomes of the empirical
data and to identify phrases that can be similar. The collected data from the focus group
discussions will be compared to what is presented in the conceptual framework.

5.1 RQ1: ANALYSIS OF TYPES OF SOCIAL NETWORK SITES
The usage of SNSs have primarily been revolving around the most popular ones, such as
Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Twitter (Ćurlin et al., 2019). Therefore, the emphasis of
the two focus groups foremost revolved around these SNSs. There was some brief mentions of
TripAdvisor and Snapchat, but the primary SNS the groups preferred were mentioned as
Instagram and YouTube, and partly Facebook. Hence, the statement of the popular four being
the most preferred SNSs, partly corresponded to the theory. This due to that only one participant
acknowledged that he used Twitter, and thus it seem as that is not very popular in this
population. Therefore the vitality of Twitter in the tourism sector could not be applied to this
study, and hence did not match the theories of Ćurlin et al. (2019), that indicated that it could
be useful within the tourism sector. Instagram and YouTube seem to be preferred more than
Facebook. It however consistently appeared as everyone’s primary reason for using the SNSs
was to kill time.
Moreover, each respondent claimed to use SNSs when traveling, even at a higher extent than
before. Also, both groups agreed on that they share more content, as pictures and videos, when
traveling. This corresponds to the statements of Di Pietro et al. (2012), that SNSs enable
individuals to share content, as well as they use it for both general and traveling purposes.
Additionally, that SNSs are used for general and traveling purposes is matching well with the
participants statements. All respondents claimed to use SNS in one way or another prior to and
during trips, often more than in general purposes. The focus groups however seem to use
Facebook at a rather limited level, although a majority of them had on several occasions actively
searched for destinations Facebook pages, to attain information. This hence also partly support
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the theories of Di Pietro et al. (2012), as they marked Facebook as an important source of
information for tourists. Subsequently, even if the particular reference is rather old when it
comes to technology matters, it seem as there still are some vital elements that are still up-todate.
When it came to the questions regarding how tourists use SNS for planning their travels,
Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017) claimed SNSs helps people find information of destinations,
accommodation, places to eat and other activities. All participants indicated that Instagram was
most useful when it came to looking for destinations and accommodation. The first group
deliberated that this could be due to that friends they trusted shared information there. The
second group also filled in that they were able to find more detailed information on Facebook,
and hence utilized that SNS as well. Facebook was also mentioned more frequently when it
came to planning of restaurants and other activities, as they liked the opportunity of searching
for particular events. The participants of group two however felt that they also could use
Instagram to find inspiration of good restaurants. Hence, the indication of Oklobdžija and
Popesku, (2017) seem to be accurate for these two groups, where Instagram and Facebook were
clearly the most popular ones.
Thus, Oklobdžija and Popesku, (2017) also claimed that Facebook is the most popular SNS to
share travel related content, followed by Instagram in second place. This statement gives no
direct link to the information found from the focus group, as those rather expressed that none
of them shared any sort of travel related content on Facebook. On the other hand, they much
more preferred to share content on Instagram, which specifically also was the only platform
they claimed to share anything publicly on. Consequently, the popularity of the two sites seem
to differ from what has been revealed in this study, compared to the one conducted by
Oklobdžija and Popesku, (2017).
The use of Geo-tags seemed to be a widely known attribute of Instagram, according to the
statements made from the two focus groups. Everyone had used it at least once, where a total
of five people used it more in detail, such as tagging restaurants. All participants of group one
and the females of group two also acknowledged that they had looked at others geo-tags, mainly
in purpose to find inspiration. Fatanti and Suyadnya (2015) mentioned this in their study, and
described that geo-tags is used by people to directly see the name of a destination. Accordingly,
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it seem as this is a concept that is used by most tourists. Nevertheless, Fatanti and Suyadnya
(2015) also claimed that there exist a difference between what people choose to share on
different SNSs. This claim clearly seem to correspond to what the focus groups indicated, as
they only shared public content on Instagram, whereas the other SNS functioned as a way of
socializing with friends.
Lastly, the usage of YouTube by tourist is interesting to look at due to that each respondent also
found that SNS interesting. Everyone had at one or several occasions seen a company’s
promotion video over a destination, which all felt that it created a deeper desire for them to visit
the location. Some also felt that it made them more inspired, whereas some felt that it also could
lead to a disappointment if it not living up to the standards. Hence, this is corresponding to
Huertas et al. (2017) statements of YouTube’s functioning as a platform where companies can
share videos of destinations, which are used to create an intensified desire to visit a destination.
The table below summarizes whether the parts from the conceptual framework fits with the
collected data, partly agrees or completely disagrees. This table covers the ones related to
research question one, as well as the section 5.2 later on will end with a table connected to
research question two.
Codes for the table:
+ Findings agree with theory
+/- Findings agree partly with theory
- Findings disagree with theory
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Table 4: Case Analysis of Theory Connected to Research Question One
Theory

Match with Data

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
YouTube are the most preferred SNSs

+/-

Twitter is useful in the tourism sector

-

SNSs enable people to share content
(photos, videos etc.)

+

SNSs is used by tourists for general
and traveling purposes

+

Facebook is used by tourists to attain
information of destinations

+/-

SNSs provide tourists with
information regarding choice of travel
destination, accommodation, places to
eat and other activities

+

Facebook is most popular to share
travel related content by tourists,
whereas Instagram came in second
place

-

Geo-tagging is used by people to
directly see the name of a tourist
destination

+

Users share different information and
experiences depending on which SNS
they use

+

YouTube enables tourist companies to
share videos of destinations that are
available for tourists

+

YouTube videos are used to increase
tourists desire to visit a location

+/-
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5.2 RQ2: ANALYSIS OF EWOM ON SOCIAL NETWORK SITES
The revolution of new digital technologies has enabled consumers to share more updates and
experiences to other consumers through eWOM (Moran & Muzellec, 2017). After the
discussions in the focus groups were finalized, it is clear that much of the data gained from
them corresponds to theory, although with some exceptions. All the participants argued that
their ability to share experiences has increased due to the digital evolution and with the SNSs
that is available today. Thus, the digitalization that has evolved in later years has enabled them
to share updates and experiences with more people in an easier way than they could before
without eWOM.
Moreover, the discussions made arguments around the topic whether eWOM influences them
through SNSs. Both of the focus groups stated that eWOM in general influenced them on a high
level through the SNSs they interact in. This is supporting the theory found in this thesis, where
Schijns and Bruggen (2018) stated that eWOM do has influence on people through SNSs. The
same authors also stated that people that travel tend to trust other travelers’ experiences through
eWOM on SNSs. The focus groups discussion provided data that concerns the majority of the
participants trusted other people’s experiences through eWOM on SNSs depending on the
person who was sharing the content. Therefore, these theories presented by Schijns and
Bruggen (2018), as well as the collected data in this thesis, interlink these to particular topics
together and lands in additional support to what theory has presented in this area.
According to Oklobdžija and Popesku (2017), the majority of tourists do share travel-related
content on different types of SNSs. They state that this is done both during and after a trip. The
shares of content are in forms of photographs, check-in’s, texts, videos etc. According to their
research, Facebook is shown to be the most popular SNS to act on, with Instagram coming up
as second place (Oklobdžija & Popesku, 2017). The data collection of this thesis shows pictures
was almost the only content the participants would post on SNSs. Neither of the focus groups
tended to share videos, check-in’s or texts on their SNSs. One group claimed that they used
Snapchat to occasionally share videos. The discussions made it clear that the respondents did
not use Facebook at all for these things, while instead most of them used Instagram in its place,
where they only shared pictures. One group even claimed that Facebook is perceived as
something that the older generation, such as their parents, use. Therefore, theory did not really
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support what the data collection in this research shown. However, Oklobdžija and Popesku’s
research is from 2017 and since the data collection from this thesis is from 2019, this can be
content contributing to more up to date information. This may show a pattern that tourists tend
to share less content on Facebook, and shifting more towards the SNS Instagram.
Further, Tham et al. (2013) argue that eWOM is a powerful tool for a person that is considering
a destination choice. They state that it is of such powerfulness that people get influenced by
what is communicated through eWOM that it affects their choice of travel destination. Most of
the people participating in each focus group discussions argued that eWOM does have some
degree of power in their destination choice. Therefore, this establish a fair resemblance between
what was said by theory and what was argued in the empirical data. However, two male
respondents in the second focus group argued that the never get influenced by eWOM when
deciding on a destination. This was mainly due to them not having much trust in others shared
content, due to the content often only shows the good side of everything and not the real side
of peoples life. This makes the theory only partly agreeable with the findings from the collected
information.
Tham et al. (2013) further states that there is little known about eWOM’s credibility in
destination choices, which is why this study brought up the topic in the focus group interviews,
as a contribution to theory that consider not to have possessed enough data. It showed that
tourists in general obtained limited credibility for what was interacted to them by eWOM.
However, it seemed to exist similarities in opinions about which SNS had the most limited
credibility – Instagram - whereas YouTube was argued to be the most trustable SNS when it
came to destination choice. The result showed a pattern that photographs were seen as less
credible than videos. But that credibility in general still was weak through eWOM when
considering destinations.
According to Ben-Shaul and Reichel (2018), members of Facebook interact with each other
and share knowledges and opinions on this SNS. However, as stated above, neither of the focus
groups tended to use Facebook very often and if they used it, it was solely through the personal
communication function. The same authors also indicated that, when logged in to Facebook,
members got interacted by travel fan pages. This study revealed that travel fan pages reached
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out to them through advertising, which shows that the previous theory was adequate. However,
the theory regarding Facebook interaction seemed to not correspond to theory.
Lastly, research made by Sotiriadis and Zyl (2013) presents that Twitter is a common SNS for
tourist interaction. Nevertheless, both focus group discussions stated that no one uses Twitter
for travel-related interaction. This shows that the theory the literature in this thesis is based on,
is non-applicable in this case, and that it differs with what seem to be the norm among
millennials of today.
The following table shows a summary of whether the conceptual framework’s content
regarding research question two fits with the data or not, designed in the same way as table 4
earlier.
Table 5: Case Analysis of Theory Connected to Research Question Two
Theory

Match with Data

New technologies has enabled sharing
of experiences to increase

+

eWOM influences through SNSs

+

Sharing travel-related content differs
on SNSs, both during and after a trip

-

eWOM is powerful when considering
destination choice

+/-

Facebook users interact through
sharing knowledge and opinions

+/-

Travel fan pages interact with
Facebook users

+/-

Twitter is a usual SNS for tourist
interaction

-
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6. FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS
The sixth and final chapter will present an explanation of the main findings and conclusions
based on the research. The purpose of this chapter is to answer the research questions asked
in the study. It will begin with a section of the first research question, followed up by another
section containing the second one. Lastly, the chapter will present implications for
management, implications for theory and implications for future research.

6.1 RQ1: WHAT TYPES OF SOCIAL NETWORK SITES DO
TOURISTS USE?
For the purpose of providing a better understanding of what types of SNSs tourists use, the
study can with the help of the previously acquired data now establish a conclusion. As there is
an ever-evolving area within SNSs which changes extremely fast, there is constantly room for
new research. Subsequently, the main motives for using SNSs in general is to pass time when
having nothing else to do.
Some other sites as Snapchat and TripAdvisor were mentioned throughout the interviews.
However, as Snapchat is mostly used to directly interact with friends and TripAdvisor is never
defined as a SNS in the previous literature, they were nevertheless not as near popular as the
other SNSs. TripAdvisor was mentioned a few times due to it solely concerning travels, but
was never used in general matters. These two sites could however be further studied on
millennials, as it seem as there exist a somewhat interest of these medias.
Moreover, Instagram unanimously seem to be the leading SNS when it comes to researching
and sharing experiences on travels and after. The participants felt as this SNS is provided them
much information regarding travels, as well as being the only SNS they would consider sharing
any information on. Many stated that they felt inspired when using Instagram, especially when
looking on pictures and videos of travels. The overall impression is that Instagram is popular
among this generation of millennials and therefore become the only SNS they felt comfortable
to share information on. Neither of the participants claimed that they used Facebook for sharing
content, as it rather was perceived as a SNS that they had used prior to the existence of
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Instagram and thus could be concluded to be rather unimportant for millennials. Consequently,
all this is vital information to take into consideration as it differs from many previous studies,
where Facebook has been considered the most popular SNS.
As the area of SNS shifts frequently due to technology evolvements, old studies that have
suggested Facebook is the most used SNS within tourism, which this study evidently concludes
that it is not among these groups of millennials. Facebook is rather perceived as a source of
more extensive information regarding travels, opposed to a SNS where the millennials share
their traveling experiences. This is possibly due to the fast shift and trends of the millennial
generation and the technology developments, which might lead to Facebook not corresponding
to millennials’ expectations of a SNS and perhaps somewhat taken over by older generations.
Accordingly, this study suggests that Facebook is no longer the most popular SNS among
millennial tourists in terms of tourist information.
Additionally, YouTube also seem as an important SNS that millennial tourists prefer to utilize
when primarily doing research for travels. The collective opinions regarding the movie-based
SNS is that it is favorable to use when looking up travel destinations, to get a fair overview of
the location. However, it seem as most millennial tourists find it more valuable to watch videos
made by real people rather than promotional videos from companies.
Hence, the SNS still considered popular by some previous studies, yet clearly made the least
impact for the respondents of this study was Twitter. Only one out of twelve people expressed
that Twitter still is a SNS he likes to use, however his actual usage did not in any way concern
tourism. This leads to a conclusion that Twitter is not as necessary today, as it might have been
before. The theories regarding how important Twitter is for the tourism sector is thereby
contradictive to what this study has concluded. Thus, millennials might not use it as much,
although this study cannot determine whether this would apply to other generations. There is a
likelihood that one choose to use the SNSs that one’s acquaintances use, which therefore can
lead to differences when comparing to older or younger generations.
Accordingly, the SNSs Instagram, YouTube and Facebook are all used by the millennial
generation to primarily find and to some extent, share information that concern travels. They
are however utilized differently by these particular millennials, which also corresponds to
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previous theories regarding different usage. The theoretical contribution is thus primarily that
millennials might prefer different SNSs than previous studies have proven. These combined
conclusions provides this study with some indications of how the millennial generation of
tourists use these SNSs. The result has provided a new ranking of the most preferred SNSs
amongst tourists within this population group. This ranking starts with the SNS that is used the
most by tourists, and ends with the SNS that is used the least. The fact that TripAdvisor and
Snapchat was mentioned more frequently than Twitter by the participants provides an
indication that future researchers could try to investigate these two sites further. The right
column of the table presents the main conclusions of the findings in the thesis.
Table 6: The Millennial Tourists Ranking of Preferred SNSs
1. Instagram

Instagram is the network that is preferred most by the focus
groups when it comes to researching for travels, sharing
experiences through photos of travels and finding
inspiration.

2. YouTube

YouTube is primarily used to find inspiration and also to
find more objective material over a certain destination,
which is not directly found at Instagram

3. Facebook

Facebook is used to the extent of finding more
comprehensive information regarding travels, however is
not used to share experiences.

4. Twitter

Twitter is not found to be used by the vast majority of
millennial tourists’ respondents, and hence is not a SNS that
is used by tourists in traveling purposes.

6.2 RQ2: HOW IS EWOM USED BY TOURISTS ON SOCIAL
NETWORK SITES?
The research conducted has displayed eWOM to be highly influential to consumers, specifically
within the process of making purchase decisions regarding travel. This trend of the highly
influential nature of eWOM was repeated throughout the research process by individual
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respondents and was confirmed as by theorists via analysis of existing knowledge during
research. As established throughout the theoretical exploration, SNSs are influential largely due
to their capacity to capture and project the popularity of certain marketing ideals, and have these
received by a broad or specific network. eWOM is in turn the core of the SNSs ability to
communicate popularity on this level, with personally identifiable messages creating a sense of
the individual importance, which is fundamentally ingrained into our deciphering of the quality
of the topic of discussion; in this instance, the popularity of tourist destinations or experiences.

Although, research data found that not all eWOM was received equally. When it comes to
credibility, individualistic experience and like-mindedness were key components within the
credibility of eWOM on SNSs. Credibility of eWOM on SNSs seem to differ in different types
of SNSs. It was found that, even though Instagram was the SNS that was mostly used by
tourists, it was considered as the least credible one. However, YouTube was found to be the
most credible SNS, even though it was not highly used.

The specific usage of eWOM by tourists, is subject to a high level of individual and contextual
change, depending upon the tourist and the information they wish to send or receive. This is
captured within the variance of SNSs available, each with its own scope of usability, allowing
for specified eWOM based on the message the consumer wishes to broadcast to their SNS. This
concept is evident within this analysis, whereby the platform of YouTube was preferred as a
source of inspiration and objective research for tourism queries. Alternatively, the SNSs of
Instagram and to a lesser extent Facebook provided a different application to the eWOM,
whereby instead of solicited searches, participants of SNSs were exposed to individuals
expressed experiences and views of travel, as well as a measure as to the popularity of certain
destinations. Consequently, millennial tourists seem eager to find inspiration on different types
of SNS, although not finding it similarly interesting to share content themselves, as Instagram
really was the only SNS that the tourists shared content on. It could therefore be concluded that
these people preferred to get influenced, rather than influence others themselves. Also,
Facebook was mentioned as a SNS which older generations than millennials used, and therefore
did not apply to previous theories concerning Facebook being a popular SNS to share content
on amongst young people.
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The source of the ever prevalent power of eWOM within the digital era, lies within its ability
to adapt and conform to the changing marketplace, on both a local and global scale. This
research displayed that SNSs such as Facebook have prioritized direct person to person eWOM,
thus indicating the changing landscape of eWOM, that allows for current relevance to prevail,
underpinning the broader concept of social popularity to flourish as a marketing proponent. It
is this high degree of adaptability is intertwined within the usage of eWOM by tourists on SNSs.
Although the specific way in which eWOM is used and utilized by tourists via SNSs is subject
to change and development, these changes maintain relevance within an ever evolving
marketplace, and the core fundamentals of human communication underpinning tourists
sharing information and experiences is only optimized.

As clearly discussed, the notion of the influential nature of eWOM has been extensively
confirmed through analysis of the existing literature and furthermore within the investigative
research during focus groups. The contribution of this thesis to the broader existing knowledge
lies within expanding established theoretical understanding of the trends of the millennial
generation, as directly captured within our focus group and divulged upon within the data
analysis. Although some knowledge of this area exists within the reviewed literature, until now
it lacked verification by a modern audience as established within the focus group, with the
findings having direct bearing as to the application of eWOM within the tourist sector market
place.

The findings revealed within the investigation of the results of the analysis and theoretical
implications lead us to the following specific conclusions:

Ø The adaptability of SNSs to change according to the market allows for continued
relevance, and this empowers the eWOM and maintains its influence.
Ø

Periodic updates enforced by SNSs e.g. Facebook and Snapchat, ensure
selective maintenance of market relevance over time.

Ø SNSs are highly variable in their intended functionality for particular content hosting
purpose. This allows for information to be interacted with specifically according to the
individual consumer, increasing the effectiveness of the eWOM.
Ø

Instagram was favored for sharing experiences and research
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Ø

YouTube was preferential for inspiration

Ø eWOM is a key factor when making travel related decisions, and was determined to be
highly influential to the consumer during the travel selection process. eWOM.
Ø

Millennial tourists overall prefer to become influenced on different SNSs, rather
than sharing content themselves.

Ø The credibility of specific eWOM was found to be integral to the decision making
process. Reflections of popularity from trusted sources are essential to this process.
Ø Experience and like-mindedness were key components within the credibility of eWOM
on SNSs.

6.3 IMPLICATIONS
This final section exhibit recommendations, based on the conclusions made from the above
sections. It starts with a presentation of the managerial contribution, followed up by
implications for theory and after that, limitations. Lastly, this section ends with suggestions for
future research, presenting which problems that could be studied further.
6.3.1 IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORY

This study do contribute to the existing theory in some degree. The purpose of this study was
to provide a better understanding on how SNSs are used by tourists. Previous studies within
this area provided a foundation to the conceptual framework made in this thesis. The thesis
primarily described and secondarily explored what types of SNSs that are used in the tourist
area and how eWOM is used by tourists on SNSs. Based on the data analysis and the previous
research, a beginning of what types of SNSs tourists use and how eWOM is used in this area is
also explained to some degree. A theoretical contribution of this thesis to the existing literature
is to develop and expand the millennial perspective regarding eWOM and its application to this
pivotal generation.
6.3.2 IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEME NT & TOURISTS
Based on the research in the thesis, some findings regarding SNSs and tourism can be useful
for managers and other practitioners in this area. The following implications are the
recommendations considered to be important for managers to be aware of when marketing
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tourist destinations towards primarily millennials. Also, there are some implications for tourists
as well, which are also presented below.
Ø Decision makers should be aware of what types of SNSs that tourists of the millennial
generation actually use. As previous studies have been somewhat contradictive, it is of
highest significance for managers within the tourism industry to investigate what SNSs
their customers actually utilize. As this study has provided results of millennials
preferring to use Instagram and YouTube more than Facebook and Twitter, it should
therefore be more cost-efficient to direct promotive content to the SNSs that they
actually use.
Ø Managers need to be aware of that eWOM on SNSs varies and changes through time,
this to be able to spread travel-related information on SNSs where there is tourist
eWOM communication.
Ø Tourists could benefit from knowing what type of SNSs other tourists use, in order to
individually select what SNS suits them best when it comes to travel related matters.
Ø Tourists should know that eWOM on SNSs can affect them even though they are not
always directly conscious of the influence.
6.3.3 LIMITATIONS

This thesis has only collected data from a small sample, in form of two focus groups with a
total of twelve participants, which has delimited this study. The millennial focus groups have
also been assembled through so called convenience sampling, which subsequently could lead
to some biased answers. With the convenience sample, only millennials born within 1989-1996
were participating, which is also seen as a limitation due to the tighter range than the total
millennial range. Finally, some non-responses were encountered, this mostly regarding Twitter
usage between tourists, as the majority of the participants in the focus groups did not use Twitter
for any purpose at all.
6.3.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Due to that the topic concerns rather new areas, which have not existed such a long period of
time, the topic has only been studied to a limited extent so far when it comes to previous theory.
There are some theories that are fairly recently developed, but due to SNSs being in constant
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change, further research is necessary to constantly develop new literature. The following points
regard what could be considered in future research:
Ø Facebook is often mentioned in previous studies, although not considered popular in
this study on millennials. Future research could therefore perform a similar study on
other generations to discover any possible generation differences.
Ø YouTube is rarely mentioned in previous studies, however seem to be an important SNS
as many of the respondents mentioned this as a favorite SNS.
Ø By performing a quantitative study and thereby receiving more clear and direct answers,
could possibly provide a similar study with a higher amount of validity. For example
future research studies could request participants to rank their favorite SNS themselves,
or request a quantified grading of what level they get influenced by eWOM
communication on SNSs.
Ø Another suggestion is to conduct a different approach to focus groups, such as having
one group of females and one group of men. This could contribute to learn if there are
any clear differences between the genders or not.
Ø There is also a possibility of choosing to implement a similar study to another
generation. This could facilitate a comparison to more simply comprehend if there are
any differences between millennials and older or younger people.
Ø TripAdvisor and Snapchat were rarely mentioned in previous studies, however
occasionally came up during the group interviews. Therefore it would definitely be
interesting to research more about how these sites influence tourists.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Interview guide in English
As a semi-structured interview technique will be used, the questions that follows functions as
more of a guide to initiate a good and comprehensive conversation. Hence, all questions are
examples that might be slightly adjusted to suit the discussion, however they will still involve
the most important and vital parts for the research questions. The questions involve the most
used term for Social Networking Sites (SNSs), which will be explained to the participants to be
a synonym for Social Media.
General Information about Participants (Demographic)
- Name
- Gender
- Age
- Current Occupation
Background Question
- Do you generally travel at least one, or more times each year? Both for business and
pleasure.
RQ1: What types of Social Network Sites do tourists use?
1) SNSs that are generally preferred
- Any of Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and/or Twitter? Used others?
- Why do you use that SNS? What makes it interesting?
- Do you use Twitter for travel research? If yes: in what way?
2) Purposes of SNS when traveling
- Do you use SNSs when traveling?
- Do you share content (photos, videos) on SNSs?
- Have you find any information on Facebook regarding destinations?
3) Research for Travels on SNSs
- Do you plan trips, such as destinations and accommodations on SNSs?

- Do you plan tourist activities on trips, such as places to eat and other activities on SNSs?
- Do you share travel related content on Facebook or Instagram?
4) Differentiations of the SNSs in traveling purposes
- Do you share different information and experiences on different SNSs? If yes: elaborate.
5) Use of Instagram’s geo-tag (tag where a picture/video that is shared is taken)
- Have you ever geo-tagged a destination?
- Have you ever seen anyone else geo-tag a destination?
6) Use of YouTube in Traveling purposes
- Have you ever seen a video from a tourist company of a destination?
If yes: did you become more interested in visiting the location?

RQ2: How is eWOM used by tourists on Social Network Sites?
7) Increased share of experiences due to the new technology
- Do you think you have increased your share of travel experiences to others, as the new
technology has been developed?
Yes/No – why/why not?
8) eWOM influences through SNSs
- Do you get influenced by other people’s travel-related posts on SNSs?
Yes/No – why/why not?
- Do you trust other people’s experiences that they share on SNSs?
9) Sharing travel-related content during and/or after trips
- Have you ever shared any information (photographs, check-in’s, share other’s statuses,
videos, texts) during/after traveling?
Yes/No – why/why not?
- What do you generally post? (pictures, videos statuses, reviews etc.)
10) Power of other people’s SNS activity in destination choice

- Do SNSs get you interacted with other tourists? Do you get influenced by other tourists on
SNSs?
Yes/No – why/why not?
(if yes: which ones? Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube or other - if other: elaborate.)
- Do other people’s share of destination affect your destination choice for traveling?
Yes/No – why/why not?
11) eWOM credibility on SNSs
- Do you find specific SNSs more credible?
Yes/No – why/why not?
(if yes: which ones? Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube or other - if other: elaborate.).
- Do you rely on other people’s opinions on SNSs? People close to you/Anonymous?
Yes/No – why/why not?
12) Facebook interaction
- Do you interact with others on Facebook (sharing knowledges and opinions)
Yes/No – why/why not?
- Do travel fan pages interact with you on Facebook?
Yes/No – why/why not?
13) Twitter interaction
- Do you use Twitter for tourist interaction?
Yes/No – why/why not?

Appendix B: Interview guide in Swedish
Eftersom en semi-strukturerad intervjuteknik kommer att användas, kommer frågorna fungera
mer som en guide till fokusgrupperna. Detta är gjort för att möjliggöra en bra och djupgående
konversation. Detta leder till att alla frågor främst är betraktade som exempel och kan justeras
något för att passa så bra in i diskussionen som möjligt, dock genom att fortfarande involvera
de viktigaste beståndsdelarna som guiden innehåller. Frågorna berör uppsatsens mest använda
term för Sociala Nätverkssidor (SNS), eftersom det är det som denna uppsats främst behandlar.
Däremot kommer det stundtals liknas med en synonym för Social Media, då det vanligtvis berör
samma sak.

Allmän information om deltagare (demografiska)
- Namn
- Kön
- Ålder
- Nuvarande sysselsättning
Bakgrundsfråga
- Brukar du generellt sett resa en, eller flera gånger per år? Både inom job och fritid.
RQ1: Vilka typer av sociala nätverks sidor använder turister?
1) SNS som vanligtvis föredras
- Någon av Facebook, Instagram, YouTube och / eller Twitter som du använder mest?
Annan?
- Varför använder du SNS? Vad gör det intressant?
- Använder du Twitter för att söka information om resor? Om ja: på vilket sätt?
2) Syftet med SNS när du reser
- Använder du SNS när du reser?
- Delar du innehåll (foton, videoklipp) på SNS?
- Har du någon gång sökt efter någon information gällande en resedestination på Facebook?

3) Undersökning av reseinformation på SNS
- Har du planerat resor, som destinationer och boende på SNS?
- Har du planerat turistaktiviteter på resor, till exempel ställen att äta på och andra
aktiviteter på SNS?
- Delar du reserelaterat innehåll på Facebook eller Instagram?
4) Differentiering av SNS i resesyfte
- Delar du olika typer av information och erfarenheter beroende på vilket SNS du använder?
Om ja: utveckla.
5) Användning av Instagrams geo-tagg (taggar platsen en bild/video är tagen)
- Har du någonsin geo-taggat en destination?
- Har du någonsin sett någon annan geo-tagga en destination?
6) Användning av YouTube i reseändamål
- Har du någonsin sett ett turistföretags video över en resedestination?
Om ja: blev du mer intresserad av att besöka platsen?
RQ2: Hur används eWOM av turister på dessa typer av sociala nätverk?
7) Hur delningen av erfarenheter har ökat på grund av ny teknologi
- Tror du att du har ökat din delning av reseupplevelser till andra, på grund av att tekniken
har utvecklats?
Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?
8) Elektroniska mun-till-mun kommunikationens påverkan genom SNS
- Blir du påverkad av andra personers reserelaterade delningar på SNS?
Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?
- Litar du på andras erfarenheter som de delar på sina SNS?
9) Delning av reserelaterat innehåll under och/eller efter resor
- Har du någonsin delat någon information (foton, incheckningar, dela andras statusar,
videor, texter) under/efter en resa?

Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?
- Vad lägger du generellt ut på SNS? (bilder, videor statusar, recensioner etc.)
10) Påverkan av andras SNS-aktiviteter kopplat till destinationsval
- Får SNS dig att interagera med andra turister? Blir du influerad av andra turister på SNS?
Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?
(om ja: vilka då? Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube eller annat - om annat: utveckla.)
- Påverkar andra människors delning av destinationer ditt val av resmål?
Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?
11) Elektroniska mun-till-mun kommunikationens trovärdighet på SNS
- Finner du specifika SNS mer trovärdiga än andra?
Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?
(om ja: vilka? Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube eller annat - om annat: utveckla.).
- Litar du på andras åsikter som är delade på SNS? Människor nära dig/Anonyma?
Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?
12) Facebook-interaktion
- Interagerar du med andra på Facebook (delning av kunskaper och åsikter)
Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?
- Integrerar officiella rese-fan sidor med dig på Facebook?
Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?
13) Twitter-interaktion
- Använder du Twitter för interaktion med andra turister?
Ja/Nej - varför/varför inte?

